
 

Ultimate Converter 

 
Ultimate Converter 

$49.99 

Ultimate eBook Converter, helps you reading books anywhere, include the best eBook Converter + DRM 

Removal functions. 

Batch Conversion, Convert all books with 1-click;  

Decrypt function, Remove DRM from ePUB, Kindle, PDF etc;  

No special requirements, just make sure you can read the books;  

Support Kindle books, Sony books, Kobo books, Nook books etc;  

Epubor Ultimate contains all the functions of our ebook softwares.  

 

Make sure you can read Sony/Kobo/Nook books on ADE before removing DRM. Or you may fail the 

decryption.  

 

Get Ultimate for Mac 

4.0  (30 reviews) 

Support OS: Windows XP, 2003, Vista, Win7(32/64 bit), Win8 etc 
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Free Trial                  Buy Now  

 

 

 

Ultimate Converter can remove DRM from ebooks you owned, make sure you can read the books on 

PC, drag the book files to the list, then decrypting function is starting.  
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Ultimate eBook Converter, convert any DRM protected and unDRM protected ebooks to any reader you'd 

like, includes  the best eBook Converter + DRM Removal functions. 
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Guide to Ultimate Converter 

1. Download and install Epubor Ultimate Converter. 

2. Launch Epubor Ultimate Converter and Click Add button to add your books.  

Note: 

For Sony & Kobo eBooks and other eBooks with Adobe DRM Protection, make sure you can read them 

on Adobe Digital Edition (ADE). Otherwise you may not be able to convert your DRM-protected eBooks 

successfully. 

The default path of Kindle books is “...\Libraries\Documents\My Kindle Content”. 

The default path of Sony books is "...\Libraries\Documents\My Books\Reader". 

The default path of Kobo books is "...\Libraries\Documents\My Digital Editions" after you add Kobo books 

to ADE. 

The input directory might be marginally different depending on your OS. 

3. Select the output format and click the convert button. 

4. The status zone will show “F inish” when the conversion is done. Click Finish to get the converted books.  

Tips: 

Typically, after the end of the process, the conversion results will pop up automatically.  

Or you can find the converted books in the folder "C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Epubor" 

(Windows XP)/ “C:\Users\Epubor\Epubor” (Windows 7). 

Features and Benifits: 

-Convert any ebooks you'd like, just add your files with DRM protections or DRM free.  

Feel free to add your ePub, PDF or Mobi books to it, whatever they are free of DRM or have any DRM 

protection, it will work well.  

-Batch conversion, save most of your time. 

It supports batch convertsion, so you don't need to convert file one by one , just add your files in a folder.  

-Drag and Drop functions, more easier to operate. 

Drag and drop files to it, it's very simple , even for beginners.  
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What's New about Epubor Ultimate v1.50.5.1 - 12/17/2012 View Update History  

1) Add new devices into the output format list; 

2) New formats supported: AZW1, AZW3, AZW4, TPZ, Topaz; 

3) Enhance the log file's information to help us solve your problems;  

4) Skip the book if the conversion doesn't finish in 30 minutes;  

5) Solve the delay problem when you add in bunch of books;  

6) Optimize the core codes to improve the conversion quality;  

7) Support "Extra Large Icons" for Windows Vista / 7;  

8) Improved icon (higher resolution) in task bar; 

9) Fix the compatibility issue for Windows XP computers; 

10) More bugs fixed. 

 

This PDF is generated upon http://www.epubor.com/ultimate.html, the original author is Epubor. 
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